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What a busy week we had last week! The children were all really excited and enthused by our Science
week and have enjoyed all of the Science activities they have taken part in. We launched our week on
Tuesday with Miss Hughes showing a few Science experiments in assembly all of which encouraged the
children to ask ‘why’, such as 'Why did one egg float in a glass of water and why did the other sink?' and
‘What was in the bottle which caused the balloon to inflate?’
A Science Lab was set up in the hall for classes to visit and enjoy exploring and experimenting in, covering
a whole range of Science. One Science Lab experiment had children finding out what happens to cornflour when it is mixed with water; sometimes it acts like a solid and at other times like a liquid. This inspired Year 5 to learn more and Emily and Darcy found a video of someone walking on custard (a Brainiac
clip available on youtube). Also in the Lab was an investigation involving putting milk into a shallow dish
and adding three different colours of food colouring around the edge. When you put a drop or two of
washing up liquid in the middle of the milk, the colours push away and separate again! Again, this left us
asking the question 'why?'. ’Dancing raisins’ in lemonade caused lots of excitement, as did putting Mentos
in fizzy drinks! All of these experiments can be recreated at home, so do ask your children about them.
We are very grateful to everyone who gave up their time to come and talk to the children about Science
during the week - we really are lucky to have so many supportive parents and grandparents. Special
thanks goes to the following:
Janet Haylett, grandmother of Sam and Toby, who worked with a number of classes making paper rockets
and launching them using alka-seltzer tablets and water! Janet also worked with the children creating various 'yukky stuff' which they really enjoyed.
Sam King, Edward and George's Mum, who spoke to some of the classes about her work with radioactive
waste. It was so interesting learning about how difficult it is to get rid of the waste and how important it is
to protect humans from it. We also learnt that in just one drop of water there are an astounding amount
atoms (a number with 22 zeros on the end!).
Iain Clark, Harry, Matthew and Abigail's Dad, came in to speak with Years 3, 4 and 5 about his work with
Gillette. It was fascinating to find out about his work and the wide range of jobs that are needed within
companies. We particularly enjoyed finding out about how computers and Science have changed since
the 1980s (the picture of the mobile phone and computer caused lots of giggles). The children loved Iain's
challenge of putting a skewer through a balloon without it bursting and learning about why this happens.
Lucinda Powell, James and Zac's Mum, spoke about psychology and the brain. She taught us about the
different parts of the brain and how important each part is. We learnt that the human brain has 100 billion neurons! Lucinda also explained about neurons and synapses which we recreated using sweets and
biscuits.
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Clare Heylar, Seth's Mum, spoke to some of the classes about her work as a vet. Clare explained what
her job involved including the different categories of animals she helps. She told us about her day to
day duties and, with the help of Paddington the Labrador, she showed us how she would examine a
dog.
Hannah and Avra, STEMnet ambassadors, spoke to some of the children about marine life, being an
oceanographer and showed a piece of equipment called an Anemometer which measures wind
speed.
Key Stage paper aeroplane competitions were also held. The children learnt about different shapes of
aeroplanes, the measurements of different parts and scaling as well as thinking about the size of paper used compared to the distance travelled. Some fascinating results and scientific thinking was done
by all involved and well done to the St John's paper aeroplane champions for 2017!
Alongside all of this excitement, classes have been carrying out their own experiments, including in
mixed age groups, and we have also had the Life Bus in school for the week, educating the children on
a range of topics relating to ourselves and making healthy choices.
A really big thank you to Mrs Colbourne and Mrs Rudd, our Science coordinators, for all of their hard
work organising the week – and also to all of the teachers who planned their weeks around Science.
We hope the enthusiasm for this subject continues throughout the year. Everyone has had a lot of fun
and there has been some great Scientific thinking going on.
We hope you enjoy looking at some of our Science Week photographs.

Year 6 testing their paper aeroplanes
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Sam trying out the balloon and
skewer experiment with Iain Clark

Modelling the brain with
sweets and biscuits

Building bridges with spaghetti

The food colouring
travelled along the
kitchen towel and
changed the colour of
the water.

